
Vehicles of ambitionVehicles of ambition

3.3.

Every enterprise is a 
vehicle for ambitions

enabling the joy of the ride
and the satisfaction of
getting were you want to be

some are designed 
to allow passengers
others for freight
some for speed
or unknown roughs
some to avoid taxes
or for financial security 

all of them have to fulfil
needs and desires 
of several stakeholders
by focusing on the 
creation and delivery
of specific value 

Every enterprise is a 
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and the satisfaction of
getting were you want to be
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to allow passengers
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some for speed
or unknown roughs
some to avoid taxes
or for financial security 

all of them have to fulfil
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of several stakeholders
by focusing on the 
creation and delivery
of specific value 
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The premisses
are quite simple:

The quality of  
life depends on 
the quality of
choices.

Choices require
freedom to choose
and options to 
choose from!

The process of 
choice requires
mental power and
information based
insight from seve-
ral perspectives!

Choice is about 
information and
analysis in the 
context of actual
circumstances 
and what you 
want to achieve.

The premisses
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The quality of  
life depends on 
the quality of
choices.

Choices require
freedom to choose
and options to 
choose from!

The process of 
choice requires
mental power and
information based
insight from seve-
ral perspectives!

Choice is about 
information and
analysis in the 
context of actual
circumstances 
and what you 
want to achieve.
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Before and after
choosing things 

have to be done. 

Performance is 
about doing what 

has to be done
or to have it 

done by others.
It’s creating the 

required value. 
 It’s control-

led change by 
managing 

scarce 
resources.

It often re-
quires team-

work and close 
cooperation
with specia-
lized others 

Key for coope-
ration are in-

formation and 
communication.
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cooperation
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Key for coope-
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communication.
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Cooperation to develop and optimize products and processes is since 
1995 the focus of OMBE new business engineering. Labels like value 
stream engineering, outsourcing, procurement, project management 
and team coaching have been assigned to my consultancy activities. 

Cooperation to develop and optimize products and processes is since 
1995 the focus of OMBE new business engineering. Labels like value 
stream engineering, outsourcing, procurement, project management 
and team coaching have been assigned to my consultancy activities. 

What’s in a name ...........  I support 
companies to do better by reinforcing 
the value streams they are involved in 
and their position in the chain. 

What’s in a name ...........  I support 
companies to do better by reinforcing 
the value streams they are involved in 
and their position in the chain. 
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And yeah ..... It is always about choices that have to be made and 
the competence and confidence to make them. Communication and in-
formation items often proof to be the bottleneck for bringing performance 
to the next level. Strange enough problems of this kind are internal even 
stronger than between cooperating companies. There seems less to ar-
gue about once structures are more obvious and one is better aware of 
each others role and power base. A learning point if it had shown to 
be the most innovative and rewarding way of cooperating! But it isn’t!
 

And yeah ..... It is always about choices that have to be made and 
the competence and confidence to make them. Communication and in-
formation items often proof to be the bottleneck for bringing performance 
to the next level. Strange enough problems of this kind are internal even 
stronger than between cooperating companies. There seems less to ar-
gue about once structures are more obvious and one is better aware of 
each others role and power base. A learning point if it had shown to 
be the most innovative and rewarding way of cooperating! But it isn’t!
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RIP

Rigid structures, strict hierarchy 
and unquestioned power bases

kill what can be called 

Rigid structures, strict hierarchy 
and unquestioned power bases

kill what can be called 

t e S C E  A Eh U C S C !t e S C E  A Eh U C S C !
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ADAPTIVEADAPTIVE

CREATIVECREATIVE

ENCOMPASSEDENCOMPASSED

THE SUCCESS ACETHE SUCCESS ACE
The succes

 
is about the
competence 

to interact 
with the 

environment.

The competen-
ce integrates 

managing 
being, change 
& application.

Due to conti-
nuous change 
of as well the 
individual as 
it’s environ-

ment this com-
petence is ne-
ver mastered 
to perfection. 

It takes an 
effort to keep 

up. We are 
condemned to 

lifetime learning.

The succes
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to perfection. 

It takes an 
effort to keep 
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condemned to 

lifetime learning.

ACEACE

To survive the dynamics of change you 
either bend with the winds (adapt to the 
environment) or construct a windshield 
(adapt the environment). Probably the 
best option is to do both! 

To survive the dynamics of change you 
either bend with the winds (adapt to the 
environment) or construct a windshield 
(adapt the environment). Probably the 
best option is to do both! 

But everyone can and all smarts do! 
An adaptive attitude makes you a fol-
lower, which is not bad but doesn’t make 
a champ either. To lead your value bid
must beat competition. Best practices 
and technology may be copied compo-
nents but your creative (re)arrangement 
must offer additional value.

But everyone can and all smarts do! 
An adaptive attitude makes you a fol-
lower, which is not bad but doesn’t make 
a champ either. To lead your value bid
must beat competition. Best practices 
and technology may be copied 

but your creative (re)arrangement 
must offer additional value.

compo-
nents 

Adapt (to) everything is unaffordable and 
as dead as no adaptation at all. Bound-
less creativity is chaos that will drive you
crazy. Both have to be focused on base 
of ambition driven interests.

Adapt (to) everything is unaffordable and 
as dead as no adaptation at all. Bound-
less creativity is chaos that will drive you
crazy. Both have to be focused on base 
of ambition driven interests.

Qomic about this ‘ace’ is that you don’t have to become it! 
As an individual you are adaptive, creative and encom-
passed. It’s natural to be! The question however is .... 
How to get the attitude as a team or as an organization?

Qomic about this ‘ace’ is that you don’t have to become it! 
As an individual you are adaptive, creative and encom-
passed. It’s natural to be! The question however is .... 
How to get the attitude as a team or as an organization?

a concept for corporate intelligencea concept for corporate intelligence
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“What does this mean for the strategy?”“What does this mean for the strategy?”The question arises: The question arises: 

ADAPTIVEADAPTIVE CREATIVECREATIVE ENCOMPASSEDENCOMPASSED

MissionMission

ActionAction

VisionVision
insightinsight

ambitionambition

performanceperformance

want itwant it

know itknow it

do itdo it
share

goals &
concepts

share
goals 
concepts

&

Be 
connected
to what is 
going on

Be 
connected
to what is 
going on

Empower
imagination

Empower
imagination

Focus 
on core 

interests &
competences

Focus 
on core 

interests 
competences

&

Ban 

‘not
invented 

here’

Ban 

not
invented 

here

‘

’

Encourage
initiatives

and
experiments

Encourage
initiatives

and
experiments

create 
optional
scenarios

create 
optional
scenarios

Monitor,
anticipate

& react

Monitor,
anticipate

 react&

Stick to 
strategic
choices

Stick to 
strategic
choices
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Mind
cruising

Mind
cruising

MindMind

Mind
sharing
Mind

sharing

mappingmapping

CORPORELLIGENCECORPORELLIGENCE
TM

Explore the bor-
ders of perception 
and imagination. 
Gather or construct 
qomic concepts

Explore the bor-
ders of perception 
and imagination. 
Gather or construct 
qomic concepts

Check what is attrac-
tive, achievable and 
affordable. what will 
make the difference 
before, during and 
after the ride?

Check what is attrac-
tive, achievable and 
affordable. what will 
make the difference 
before, during and 
after the ride?

Show from relevant 
perspectives what and 
how the ride will con-
tribute to the fulfil-
ment of ambitions.

Show from relevant 
perspectives what and 
how the ride will con-
tribute to the fulfil-
ment of ambitions.

the art of corporate intelligencethe art of corporate intelligence

DECIDE ... Make up your 
mind. Map the things that 
matter to you, what you

want to achieve and 
the road you wanna go.

DECIDE ... Make up your 
mind. Map the things that 
matter to you, what you

want to achieve and 
the road you wanna go.

LEARN ... Get insight in 
being, change and appli-
cation, the essence, cau-

sality and appreciation 
of things of interest.  

LEARN ... Get insight in 
being, change and appli-
cation, the essence, cau-

sality and appreciation 
of things of interest.  

COMMUNICATE ... Share the 
concepts of your mind 

with the people you like 
to get on board. Get and 

keep them in the mood! 

COMMUNICATE ... Share the 
concepts of your mind 

with the people you like 
to get on board. Get and 

keep them in the mood! 

TOOLS &
SERVICES
TOOLS &
SERVICES

STORYTELLINGSTORYTELLING
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questioningquestioning

actionaction

mappingmapping
framingframing

cruisingcruising

sharingsharing

ask for the storyask for the story

tell a storytell a story

let the story 
be told

let the story 
be told

make  choices 
frame the story

make  choices 
frame the story

make the story 
come true

make the story 
come true

tell the storytell the story

scripts
workshops
games
events

scripts
workshops
games
events

books
cruises
frames
games

books
cruises
frames
games
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selection 
    (what and why?)

salience (=structure) 
    (how and why so?)
frame effects 
    (if then!)

selection 
    (what and why?)

salience ( structure) 
    (how and why so?)
frame effects 
    (if then!)

=
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About Corporelligence ...
the art of 
corporate intelligence

About Corporelligence ...
the art of 
corporate intelligence

Corporelligence is the 
publishing house acting 
as your cruise operator. 
Corporelligence develops 
tools and concepts for 
mind cruising, mind map-
ping and mind sharing. 
Our mission is to show 
perspectives on green-
fields and blackspots of 
the valuing mind and to 
guide towards insight and 
meaningfull aspirations. 
Questioning and storytel-
ling are our major tools to
inspire you. Applications 
contribute to sense giving 
and value awareness, 
which are basic to mental 
attitude and consequential 
behaviour. 

Corporelligence is the 
publishing house acting 
as your cruise operator. 
Corporelligence develops 
tools and concepts for 
mind cruising, mind map-
ping and mind sharing. 
Our mission is to show 
perspectives on green-
fields and blackspots of 
the valuing mind and to 
guide towards insight and 
meaningfull aspirations. 
Questioning and storytel-
ling are our major tools to
inspire you. Applications 
contribute to sense giving 
and value awareness, 
which are basic to mental 
attitude and consequential 
behaviour. 

TOGETHER!TOGETHER!

Corporelligence is about 
getting people on the move
Corporelligence is about 
getting people on the move
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If there is a publishing house
there must be something 

to be published, 
a portfolio ....

If there is a publishing house
there must be something 

to be published, 
a portfolio ....

Let’s 
follow 
our own advice 
and choose for a 
focus: 

Let’s 
follow 
our own advice 
and choose for a 
focus: 

Everything
promoting & 
supporting

Everything
promoting 
supporting

& 

QOMICQOMIC
attitudeattitude

likelike

QOMIC tools
& concepts
QOMIC tools

 concepts&
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 de n ti
a fi i on
 de n ti

a fi i on

QOMIC 
mind frames
incorporate

ideas/thoughts about 
being, change and application

of physical, mental or hybrid objects
that

make sense,
feel good
and work!

If they are, on top of that, easy to remember
because they are simple ... (once understood!)

QOMIC 
mind frames
incorporate

ideas/thoughts about 
being, change and application

of physical, mental or hybrid objects
that

make sense,
feel good
and work!

If they are, on top of that, easy to remember
because they are simple ... (once understood!)

fi  to he na re o  th ngs

t  t tu  f i
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fi  i ui o

Fit to perception and experienceNo  conr dictional

t
a

Such mindframes we call ....... QOMIC concepts 

INSIGHT
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What
Who

How
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W r
When

Why

s d n r  expre se  i  wo ds or imagess d n r  expre se  i  wo ds or images
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Qomic 
concepts

need
digging,
seeding,

fertilizing,
watering,
weeding,

harvesting,
inspection,

packing,
distribution,

sales and 
consumption.

Qomic 
concepts

need care
to meet

challenging
 standards!
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concepts
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watering,

challenging

qomic 
academy

qomic 
academy

common
sense shop
common
sense shop

image 
gallery
image 
gallery

tools & 
book shop

tools & 
book shop

ombe new 
business 

engineering

ombe new 
business 

engineering

qomic
plaza

qomic
plaza

Qomic concepts are initiated & 
evaluated by the members of 
the qomic academy, the value 
management competence center

Qomic concepts are initiated & 
evaluated by the members of 
the qomic academy, the value 
management competence center

The concepts are developed in 
the studio above the qomic image
gallery where a permanent ex-
position can be visited for free.

The concepts are developed in 
the studio above the qomic image
gallery where a permanent ex-
position can be visited for free.

The major outlet for qomic pro-
ducts is the corporelligence
shop. It is also the entrance to 
the corp offices on the 2nd floor. 

The major outlet for qomic pro-
ducts is the corporelligence
shop. It is also the entrance to 
the corp offices on the 2nd floor. 

Looking for inspiration you have
to visit the qomic common sense 
shop where also qomic things to 
have are for sale. Cosy! 

Looking for inspiration you have
to visit the qomic common sense 
shop where also

 
 qomic things to 

have are for sale. Cosy!

Qomic concepts  are validated
by successful application. OMBE
is your consultancy partner to
let the concepts work for you.

Qomic concepts  are validated
by successful application. OMBE
is your consultancy partner to
let the concepts work for you.

The best place to meet qomic 
people is qomic plaza, also
a vehicle for ambitions.

The best place to meet qomic 
people is qomic plaza, also
a vehicle for ambitions.68



TO SEE
THINGS
IN THE
SEED,
THAT IS
GENIUS

TO SEE
THINGS
IN THE
SEED,
THAT IS
GENIUS

Lao TzuLao Tzu
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a technology?a technology?

a business model?a business model?

a management tool?a management tool?

a philosophy?a philosophy?

a computer game?a computer game?

a marketing concept?a marketing concept?

a work of art?a work of art?

QOMIC PLAZAQOMIC PLAZA

the art of
corporate

 intelligence

the art of
corporate

 intelligence

YES!YES!

is all 
that 
and 
more 

…

is all 
that 
and 
more 

…

is the concept to close 
the gap between 

defining ambitions & 
 getting satisfied!

is the concept to close 
the gap between 

defining ambitions & 
 getting satisfied!

meet it at:meet it at:

But above all it is 
a creative application 

of common sense!

But above all it is 
a creative application 

of common sense!
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